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This Is Your SRI
By Stephanie Roberts
On Thursday, October 13, Sunnybrook Research Institute (SRI)
held a Town Hall. Dr. Michael Julius, vice-president, research,
summarized changes at SRI over the last 18 months. Chief
among these are the incorporation of SRI and SRI’s new sta[\ZHZH:JPLU[PÄJ9LZLHYJOHUK,_WLYPTLU[HS+L]LSVWTLU[
:9 ,+HWWYV]LKPUZ[P[\[PVUI\[[OLIPNNLZ[UL^Z^HZ[OLVMÄJPHS\U]LPSPUNVM[OLUL^Z[Y\J[\YLVM[OLYLZLHYJOPUZ[P[\[L
;OLWYL]PV\ZÄ]LKPZJPWSPULZ·TVSLJ\SHYHUKJLSS\SHYIPVSVN`JSPUPcal integrative biology, clinical epidemiology, imaging and combined
OLHS[OZLY]PJLZZJPLUJLZ·OH]LILLUJVSSHWZLKPU[V[OYLLWSH[MVYTZ!
biological sciences, evaluative clinical sciences and physical sciences.
“This streamlined structure captures the spectrum of activity at
SRI, from fundamental discovery through to clinical translation
and research that informs policy,” said Julius. “We’ve done away
^P[OZPSVZHUKÅH[[LULK[OLWSH`PUNÄLSK¹
(ZWHY[VM[OLYLVYNHUPaH[PVUWVSPJPLZVUJH[LNVYPLZVMHMÄSPH[PVU
and progression and promotion criteria have been revised. Also
\WKH[LK^LYLYVSLWYVÄSLZMVYWSH[MVYTKPYLJ[VYZHUKWYVNYHT
research directors, with an eye to enabling the directors to work
together closely on core SRI functions, such as recruiting scientists and crafting large-scale multidisciplinary grant proposals.
;^VVM[OL[OYLLWSH[MVYTKPYLJ[VYZHYLPUWSHJL·Dr. Kullervo
Hynynen, director of physical sciences and Dr. Don Redelmeier,

Left to right: Drs. Kullervo Hynynen, Don Redelmeier, Michael
1\SP\Z:HUKYH)SHJRHUK1\HU*HYSVZA|PNH7Å JRLYH[[OL:90
Town Hall held on October 13

director of evaluative clinical sciences. A search for a leader for
biological sciences is well underway; for now, Dr. Juan Carlos
A|PNH7Å JRLY oversees this platform.
;OLYLZLHYJOWYVNYHTZYLTHPU[OLZHTL!)YHPU:JPLUJLZ"/VSSHUK
4\ZJ\SVZRLSL[HS"6KL[[L*HUJLY":JO\SPJO/LHY[";YH\TH,TLYgency & Critical Care; Veterans & Community; and Women & Babies.
Realignment of all SRI scientists to the new grid is underway, and
^PSSILYH[PÄLKI`[OL9LZLHYJO,_LJ\[P]L*VTTP[[LL[OPZMHSS
Continued on page 2

News @ SRI
A Rare Honour
0THNPUNZJPLU[PZ[ZSH\UJOUL^WYPaL[VOPNOSPNO[
excellence in undergraduate research
0UHU`YLZLHYJOSHI`V\JHUÄUK[OLTTHPU[HPUPUNLX\PWTLU[
ZL[[PUN\WL_WLYPTLU[ZHUKYLJVYKPUNYLZ\S[Z/LYLMVY[OLZ\Tmer or a semester, undergraduate students are a mainstay at
Sunnybrook Research Institute (SRI). To acknowledge the hard
work done by these investigators-in-training, SRI’s physical sciences researchers have established the Sunnybrook Prize, an
award saluting outstanding undergraduate research.
¸<UKLYNYHK\H[LZKVPTWVY[HU[^VYRI\[ZVTL[PTLZP[KVLZU»[SPUR
to a paper. Often they are not recognized, and maybe some get
discouraged from going into research. So, we wanted to make a
prize that would recognize their contribution,” says Dr. Kullervo
Hynynen, director of the physical sciences platform at SRI.
The idea of an undergraduate research prize was conceived last
year by SRI’s physical sciences faculty who were keen on supporting undergraduate students and honouring their work. After
T\JOKPZJ\ZZPVUVU[OLÄULYWVPU[ZVM[OLH^HYK[OL:\UU`brook Prize was created.
7O`ZPJHSZJPLUJLZHUKLUNPULLYPUNZ[\KLU[ZPU[OLPYÄUHS`LHYH[H
*HUHKPHU\UP]LYZP[`^OVOH]LJVTWSL[LKHYLZLHYJOWYVQLJ[JHU
HWWS`MVY[OLH^HYK^OPJOJVTLZ^P[OH JHZOWYPaL;LU
ÄUHSPZ[Z^PSSILJOVZLU[VWYLZLU[[OLPYYLZLHYJO"[OLÄYZ[H^HYK
^PSSILOHUKLKV\[PU1HU\HY`
The aim of the award is to laud superb undergraduate students
in the physical sciences and encourage them to pursue a career
in biomedical research. “What’s unique about imaging is that we
don’t have an undergraduate program in medical physics. We
don’t have a natural stream of students,” says +Y9HQP]*OVWYH,

(T`8\PZHZLJVUK`LHYWO`ZPJZZ[\KLU[H[[OL<UP]LYZP[`VM
;VYVU[V^OVOHZ^VYRLKHZHZ\TTLYZ[\KLU[H[:90

a scientist in physical sciences at SRI. “We want students who
TH`ILPU[OLWO`ZPJHSZJPLUJLZ^OV»]LKVULHWYVQLJ[I\[
maybe haven’t thought of medical imaging as a graduate area to
pursue, to give it a second thought.”
(T`8\PZHZLJVUK`LHYWO`ZPJZZ[\KLU[H[[OL<UP]LYZP[`VM
Toronto who has worked as a summer student in Hynynen’s
focused ultrasound lab. As the winner in imaging at last summer’s
YLZLHYJOWYVQLJ[WVZ[LYJVTWL[P[PVUH[:908\ZH`ZZOLSVVRZ
forward to applying for the Sunnybrook prize in two years and
thinks it could help steer her peers toward a research career.
“I think that to intelligent and hard-working undergraduates, an
H^HYKSPRL[OPZ^V\SKTLHUHNYLH[IVVZ[PUJVUÄKLUJLHIV\[
their capabilities in research, hopefully attracting more students
towards it as a career,” she says.
Hynynen, who is also a professor in the department of medical
IPVWO`ZPJZH[<VM;HUKOVSKLYVM[OL*HUHKH9LZLHYJO*OHPY
in Imaging Systems and Image-Guided Therapy, says he anticipates the award will be a “huge motivator” for undergraduates
PU[LYLZ[LKPUYLZLHYJO-VYOPTTLU[VYPUN[OLUL_[NLULYH[PVUVM
TLKPJHSZJPLU[PZ[ZPZUV[HK\[`I\[HWSLHZ\YL¸0LUQV`^VYRPUN
with really smart people, and the students are great because they
HYLLU[O\ZPHZ[PJ0[»ZM\U¹·(SPZH2PT

/LHY[HUK:[YVRL-V\UKH[PVU)VSZ[LYZ:[YVRL9LZLHYJO
The Heart and Stroke Foundation announced on
:LW[LTILY[OH[P[^PSSPU]LZ[ TPSSPVUPU[OL
Heart and Stroke Foundation Centre for Stroke Recovery to fund research into stroke treatment and recovery.

+Y:HUKYH)SHJR

*YLH[LKPU[OL/LHY[HUK:[YVRL-V\UKH[PVU*LUtre for Stroke Recovery is a multidisciplinary research
JLU[YL[OH[IYPUNZ[VNL[OLY[OLL_WLY[PZLVMYLZLHYJOLYZHUKJSPUPJPHUZMYVT)H`JYLZ[4LTVYPHS<UP]LYZP[`
:\UU`IYVVR/LHS[O:JPLUJLZ*LU[YL[OL<UP]LYZP[`VM
Ottawa and the Ottawa Hospital Research Institute.

+Y:HUKYH)SHJR, director of the Brain Sciences Research Program at Sunnybrook
Research Institute, leads the Sunnybrook site of the Centre for Stroke Recovery.
The investment will support the centre’s research into key areas of stroke recovLY`PUJS\KPUN!L_LYJPZLHUKIYHPUOLHS[O"^OP[LTH[[LYPUQ\Y`JV]LY[Z[YVRLHUK
cognitive function; and regenerative approaches to recovery including neurogenesis and cell transplants.
:\UU`IYVVR9LZLHYJO0UZ[P[\[L5,?<:(<;<45

Continued from page 1
Julius also gave an update on construction
of the Centre for Research in Image-Guided
;OLYHWL\[PJZ:HT4HYHÄV[P]PJLWYLZPKLU[VM
corporate planning and development at Sunnybrook, attended the town hall and spoke to
[OLX\LZ[PVUVUL]LY`VUL»ZTPUK!>OLU^PSSP[
open? He noted that several key processes
need to be completed, including satisfying
requirements for infection prevention and control, procuring special equipment for labs, and
ensuring that SRI has the operating costs of the
ZWHJLJV]LYLK/L[OLUNH]L(WYPSHZ
[OLUL^WYV_`KH[LMVYJVTWSL[LVJJ\WH[PVU
The presentation is available on the SRI section of the intranet (visit www.sunnynet.ca,
[OLUNV[V¸,K\JH[PVUHUK9LZLHYJO¹HUK[OLU
choose Sunnybrook Research Institute from
the drop-down menu). The revised policies
and organization chart will be posted soon.

*0/9)HJRZ:90:JPLU[PZ[Z
The Canadian Institutes of Health Research
awarded seven Sunnybrook Research Institute (SRI)
ZJPLU[PZ[ZVWLYH[PUNNYHU[Z[V[HSSPUN  TPSSPVU
[OYV\NOP[ZZWYPUNM\UKPUNJVTWL[P[PVU

+Y,SPaHIL[O(Za[HSVZ

+Y,SPaHIL[O(Za[HSVZ, an associate scientist in
evaluative clinical sciences and the Women & Babies
9LZLHYJO7YVNYHT^HZH^HYKLK
V]LYÄ]L
`LHYZ[VZ[\K`KVTWLYPKVUL·HKY\N\ZLK[VIVVZ[
IYLHZ[TPSRWYVK\J[PVU·MVYTV[OLYZ^OVHYLMLLKPUN
their preterm infants pumped breast milk.

+Y9LUH)\JRZ[LPU, an associate scientist in biological sciences and the
6KL[[L*HUJLY9LZLHYJO7YVNYHT^PSSYLJLP]L PUIYPKNLM\UKPUNMVY
OLYWYVQLJ[¸4`LSVK`ZWSHZ[PJZ`UKYVTLZPU*HUHKH!HUH[PVUHSWYVZWLJ[P]L
study of the epidemiology, quality of life and impact of comorbidity or frailty
on disease outcome.”
Drs. Krista Lanctôt and Nathan Herrmann, researchers in the Brain SciencLZ9LZLHYJO7YVNYHT^PSSYLJLP]L  V]LY[OYLL`LHYZ[VZ[\K`[OLHZsociation between ceramides and cognitive decline in coronary artery disease.
Dr. Anne Martel, a senior scientist in physical sciences and the Odette
*HUJLY9LZLHYJO7YVNYHT^PSSYLJLP]L  V]LY[OYLL`LHYZ[VKL]LSVW
a computer technique to correct automatic motion for dynamic contrastenhanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
Dr. Damon Scales, a scientist in evaluative clinical sciences and the TrauTH,TLYNLUJ` *YP[PJHS*HYL;,**9LZLHYJO7YVNYHT^HZH^HYKLK
 V]LYMV\Y`LHYZ[VZ[\K`[OLPUP[PH[PVUVMHJVVSPUNWYVJLZZI`LTLYgency medical services on heart attack patients.
+Y1\HU*HYSVZA|PNH7Å JRLY, interim director of biological sciences and
ZLUPVYZJPLU[PZ[PUJHUJLY^PSSYLJLP]L  V]LY[OYLL`LHYZMVYOPZYLZLHYJO
on generating human progenitor T cells with immune-reconstituting potential.
The agency also awarded grants to the following SRI scientists through
other competitions.
+Y9HQP]*OVWYH, a scientist in physical sciences and cancer, was awarded a
VUL`LHYWYVVMVMWYPUJPWSLNYHU[^VY[O [VL]HS\H[L490JVU[YVSSLK
interstitial ultrasound therapy for the treatment of cerebral neoplasms.
+Y9VILY[-V^SLY, an associate scientist in evaluative clinical sciences
HUK[OL;,**9LZLHYJO7YVNYHT^HZH^HYKLKHUVWLYH[PUNNYHU[[OYV\NO
*0/9»ZZLJVUKHY`HUHS`ZPZVMKH[HIHZLZWYVNYHT/L^PSSYLJLP]L

over two years to study the quality of end-of-life care in Canada.
Dr. Simon Graham, a senior scientist in physical sciences and the Brain Sciences Research Program, also received a one-year proof-of-principle grant. He
^HZH^HYKLK [VKL]LSVWH[HISL[[LJOUVSVN`MVYHZZLZZPUNKLTLU[PH
Dr. Don Redelmeier, director of evaluative clinical sciences and senior sciLU[PZ[PU[OL;,**9LZLHYJO7YVNYHT^HZHSZVH^HYKLKHNYHU[[OYV\NO[OL
KH[HIHZLZWYVNYHT/L^PSSYLJLP]L V]LY[^V`LHYZ[VZ[\K`^OL[OLY
women who had pregnancies associated with reproductive assistance are at
a higher risk of subsequent premature cardiovascular disease.
+Y1HJR;\, a senior scientist in evaluative clinical sciences and the Schulich
/LHY[9LZLHYJO7YVNYHT^HZH^HYKLKH[LHTNYHU[^VY[O [VTLHsure the quality of care for patients with cardiovascular risk factors or chronic
cardiovascular diseases.

News @ SRI
:90*HUJLY9LZLHYJOLY.L[Z
“Distinct” Praise
Dr. Bob Kerbel, a senior
scientist in biological
sciences and the Odette
Cancer Research Program,
^HZUHTLKH4HU
VM+PZ[PUJ[PVUI`[OL0ZYHLS
Cancer Research Fund.
The award, which recogUPaLZWLVWSL^OVL_OPIP[
Dr. Bob Kerbel
“leadership, innovation
HUKL_JLSSLUJL^P[OPU[OLPY
JVTT\UP[PLZHUKIL`VUK¹^HZWYLZLU[LK[V2LYILSVU6J[VILYH[[OL-V\Y[O(UU\HS4LU
VM+PZ[PUJ[PVU(^HYKZPU;VYVU[V
2LYILS^OVPZ[OL*HUHKH9LZLHYJO*OHPYPU
Tumour Biology, Angiogenesis and Antiangiogenic
Therapy, was honoured for his cutting-edge research on metronomic chemotherapy and antiangiogenic drugs, both of which aim to make cancer
treatments safer and more effective. His discoveries are being tested in clinical trials, particularly in
breast, ovarian, colorectal and pediatric cancers.

4HQVY,X\PWTLU[*VTWL[P[PVUZ
Launched
The Canada Foundation for Innovation (CFI) has
announced a call for proposals to its Leading
,KNL-\UK3,-HUK5L^0UP[PH[P]LZ-\UK50-
In addition, the Ministry of Research and Innovation has launched its Ontario Research FundResearch Infrastructure (ORF-RI), the “matching”
WYVNYHT[V[OL3,-HUK50-
;OL3,-HUK50-M\UKLX\PWTLU[HUKYLUV]H[PVU
of space, but not construction of new space.
;OPZJVTWL[P[PVULTWOHZPaLZ3,-WYVWVZHSZ
which build on past CFI awards and can show
that previous CFI investment has been successful, further investment is timely and the research
is at the leading edge internationally.
;OL*-0^PSSM\UK\W[V VMHWYVQLJ[»ZJVZ[
6M[OLYLTHPUPUNI\KNL[ PZTH[JOLKI`
69-90]PHHZLWHYH[LHWWSPJH[PVU;OLÄUHS 
must come from the institution. Since there is an
L_[LYUHSS`PTWVZLKSPTP[VU^OH[^LTH`HWWS`
for, Sunnybrook Research Institute applies strict
selection criteria in determining which proposals
go forward.
5V[PJLZVMPU[LU[HYLK\L+LJLTILYMVY69-90
HUK1HU\HY`MVY[OL50-HUK3,-*VU[HJ[
Kevin Hamilton, director of strategic research programs, at khamilton@sri.utoronto.ca to learn more.
:\UU`IYVVR9LZLHYJO0UZ[P[\[L5,?<:(<;<45

Tool Kit: GE Multiplexer

Technician Dan Wang uses the
T\S[PWSL_LYPU:90»ZIPVTHYRLY
imaging research lab

Imaging scientists at Sunnybrook Research Institute
(SRI), in collaboration with
YLZLHYJOLYZH[.,.SVIHS
Research Center, are evaluating a prototype for a biomarker
imaging system that would be
HISL[V[HRL[OL¸ÄUNLYWYPU[¹VM
disease in tissue by measuring several molecular markers
ZPT\S[HULV\ZS`;OL.,T\S[PWSL_LYZ`Z[LTPZWHY[VM[OL
biomarker imaging research
lab, a core component of SRI’s
Centre for Research in ImageGuided Therapeutics. Sunnybrook Research Institute alone
in Canada has the system.

[LUK[VILV]LYL_WYLZZLKPUJHUJLY)`Z[\K`PUN[OLWYLZLUJL
and correlation of multiple proteins, researchers can gain insight
PU[V[OLUH[\YLVM[OLKPZLHZLMVYL_HTWSLOV^HNNYLZZP]LVY
HK]HUJLKP[PZ·LZZLU[PHSS`JYLH[PUNH¸THW¹VY¸ZPNUH[\YL¹VM[OL
KPZLHZL(S[OV\NO[OLT\S[PWSL_LYJHUIL\ZLKVUHU`[PZZ\L[OH[
has molecular markers associated with it, scientists have been
looking at cancers of the breast, prostate and colon.
This unique device allows researchers to look at multiple areas
where a particular biological marker is present. Research staff in
the biomarker imaging research lab use pathology slides made
up of thin sections of cancerous tissue that are stained one at
H[PTLHUKHZZVJPH[LK^P[OHÅ\VYLZJLU[JVSV\Y,HJO[PZZ\LPZ
scanned through the microscope, digitally photographed and
Z[VYLKPUHJVTW\[LYWYVNYHTMVYHUHS`ZPZ;OPZ¸T\S[PWSL_PUN¹
process is repeated several times and images of each slide are
automatically stacked on top of each other in the computer’s
memory and visually displayed together. As a result, researchers
can study different markers that appear in the image, such as
estrogen and progesterone receptors found in breast cancer, to
determine how best to treat and prevent the disease.

“The potential this device has and what we’re seeing it can do is
remarkable,” says Dr. Martin Yaffe, a senior scientist in physical sciences at SRI and head of the biomarker imaging research
lab. “The techniques are in the early stages, but we’ve looked at
many sections of tissue and we’re enthusiastic about how this
technique might be useful in the future.”

Researchers in other programs at SRI have shown interest in using the system, which has spurred partnerships with pathologists,
oncologists and neurologists.

;OLT\S[PWSL_LYWYVK\JLZ+OPZ[VWH[OVSVNPJHSPTHNLZ^OPJO
enable researchers to look at various molecules and proteins that

:\UU`IYVVR9LZLHYJO0UZ[P[\[LYLJLP]LK[OLT\S[PWSL_LYMVYWYV[V[`WLKL]LSVWTLU[PU1\S`

CV: Dr. Elizabeth David

so minimally invasive that you have very little discomfort at the
end. Not everything will be amenable to that, but this is another
technique where we can basically cook the tumour and get the
same effect.

Bio basics!(UHZZVJPH[LZJPLU[PZ[PU
physical sciences and the Odette Cancer Research Program at Sunnybrook
Research Institute (SRI). Graduated
MYVTTLKPJHSZJOVVSH[[OL<UP]LYZP[`
VM;VYVU[VPU HUKJVTWSL[LKOLY
fellowship in interventional radiology
at St. Michael’s hospital, Toronto. Has
worked as an interventional radiologist
H[:\UU`IYVVRZPUJL

¸0[»ZHUPU[LYLZ[PUN[VVSHUKHUPJLL_HTWSLVMHNVVKJVSSHIVYHtion between industry and an academic research lab,” Yaffe says.

>OH[HYL[OLUL_[Z[LWZPU[OPZYLZLHYJO&
>L»YLÄUPZOPUN7OHZLVM[OL[YPHS^OPJOOHZWH[PLU[Z>L»YL
Z[HY[PUN7OHZLPU5V]LTILYVY+LJLTILY^P[OWH[PLU[Z
pending ethics approval, across multiple sites in North America.
With other transducers and other machines, high-intensity focused ultrasound has been proven to be very safe. So it isn’t so
T\JOHX\LZ[PVUVMZHML[`P[»Z[OLLMÄJHJ`>L»YL[Y`PUN[VZLLPM
[OPZPZHULMMLJ[P]L[YLH[TLU[MVYÄIYVPKZ0ZP[LX\P]HSLU[[VLTIVlization? Is it equivalent to surgical techniques?

What is your research focus?

0M`V\^LYLU»[PUTLKPJPUL^OH[^V\SK`V\ILKVPUN&

We’re trying to see how effective a new machine from Philips is in
[YLH[PUNÄIYVPKZ\ZPUNOPNOPU[LUZP[`MVJ\ZLK\S[YHZV\UKHISH[PVU
which Dr. Kullervo Hynynen [director of the physical sciences
platform at SRI, and a pioneer of the technology] has been involved
in for many years. With his help, we’re trying to see if we can
tweak the system to get the best ablation possible for patients with
ÄIYVPKZ>L^V\SKSPRL[VHJOPL]LZ`TW[VTJVU[YVS^P[OZPNUPÄJHU[
]VS\TLHISH[PVUHUKZOYPURHNLVM[OLÄIYVPKI\[PUHTHUULY[OH[
creates minimal discomfort for the patient. Most of our patients
HYLHISL[VYL[\YU[V^VYR^P[OPUOV\YZHM[LY[OLWYVJLK\YL6\Y
embolization patients certainly do not have such a speedy recovery.

I would probably be in engineering. As a radiologist, I’m in a
position where I directly see how medical technology improves
the quality of patients’ lives. I’ve always been impressed at how
PTWVY[HU[IPVTLKPJHSLUNPULLYPUNPZ^P[OPU[OLÄLSKVMPTHNPUN
and medicine as a whole. I’m amazed at how fast things have
progressed within the course of my training.

That must excite you.
(IZVS\[LS`;OPZPZ[OLUL_[MYVU[PLY^OLYL`V\»YLTV]PUN[VKVPUN[OPUNZ[OYV\NOL_[LYUHSILHTZHUKKVPUNP[PUH^H`[OH[»Z
:\UU`IYVVR9LZLHYJO0UZ[P[\[L5,?<:(<;<45

>OH[KV`V\LUQV`KVPUNV\[ZPKLVM^VYR&
I have a four-year-old and a one-year-old. They are the focus of
my life right now. It’s all about swimming lessons and skating
lessons and birthday parties. That’s what we do at home. We run
around after them.

Sunnybrook Research Institute Celebrates
Milestone in Imaging Research
3LHKPUNLKNLSHI^PSSHK]HUJLPUUV]H[PVUPUWH[OVSVN`
:\UU`IYVVR9LZLHYJO0UZ[P[\[L:90VMÄJPHSS`VWLULKP[ZUL^IPVTHYRLYPTHNPUNYLZLHYJO
SHIVYH[VY`VU1\UL;OLMHJPSP[`PZHJVYLJVTWVULU[VM:90»Z*LU[YLMVY9Lsearch in Image-Guided Therapeutics, the whole of which is set for completion at the end
of this year.
The lab, headed by Dr. Martin Yaffe, a senior scientist in physical sciences, enables
YLZLHYJOLYZ[V\ZL+OPZ[VWH[OVSVN`[LJOUPX\LZ[VHK]HUJL[OLPY^VYRPUTHU`JSPUPJHS
areas, including cancer, and diseases of the brain and heart. It brings together scientists
HUKJSPUPJPHUZ^P[OL_WLY[PZLPUHUH[VTPJHUKTVSLJ\SHYWH[OVSVN`"X\HU[P[H[P]LPTHNPUN"
surgical, medical and radiation oncology; and probe development.
The Centre for Research in Image-Guided Therapeutics was established with an investTLU[VM TPSSPVUMYVT[OL*HUHKH-V\UKH[PVUMVY0UUV]H[PVU
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3
*SVJR^PZLMYVT[VW!(KLIH`V(KLLRVH[LJOUPJPHUPU[OLSHIVM+Y4HY[PU@HMMLKPZWSH`ZIYLHZ[[PZZ\L
ZHTWSLZWYLWHYLKMVYZLJ[PVUPUN@HMMLHUK+Y4Pchael Julius, vice-president, research, Sunnybrook, cut
[OLL]LU[JHRL;LJOUPJPHU+HU>HUNKLTVUZ[YH[LZ
[OLIPVTHYRLYT\S[PWSL_LYMVYN\LZ[Z[V\YPUN[OLSHI
;LJOUPJPHU;HOH9HZOLKZOV^Z+Y:HUKYH)SHJR
director of SRI’s Brain Sciences Research Program, an
PTHNLVMHKPNP[PaLKS\TWLJ[VT`ZSPKL@HMMLWYLZents his research on biomarker imaging.

4

For the full story and more photos from the event,
visit ^^^Z\UU`IYVVRJHYLZLHYJO.
:\UU`IYVVR9LZLHYJO0UZ[P[\[L5,?<:(<;<45

Trainees’ Post

For Students and Postdocs
From lab employee to PhD student: getting a head start
)LOYV\a4VLTLUP is unlike most graduate students in that his
L_WLYPLUJL^VYRPUNPUHOVZWP[HSIHZLKYLZLHYJOSHINH]LOPT
HOLHKZ[HY[PUOPZNYHK\H[LZ[\KPLZHUK[OLÄLSKVMHJHKLTPJ
YLZLHYJO·YH[OLY[OHU[OLV[OLY^H`HYV\UKHZPZ[`WPJHS
(M[LYNYHK\H[PUNMYVT[OL<UP]LYZP[`VM;VYVU[V^P[OHU
honours bachelor of science degree in cell and molecular
biology, Moemeni secured a position as a research technician
in the lab of Dr. Michael Julius, vice-president of research
at Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre and Sunnybrook
Research Institute (SRI), and senior scientist in biological
sciences at SRI. Two years later, Moemeni became an interim
research associate in Julius’s lab; in this role, he managed the
SHIHUKKPKL_WLYPTLU[Z([[OH[WVPU[1\SP\ZLUJV\YHNLKOPT
[VW\YZ\LNYHK\H[LZ[\KPLZHUKJVU[PU\LOPZYLZLHYJOWYVQLJ[
in T cell signalling.
/LLKPUN[OH[JV\UZLS4VLTLUPLUYVSSLKPU[OL7O+WYVNYHT
PU[OLKLWHY[TLU[VMPTT\UVSVN`H[<VM;PU1HU\HY`
/LPZUV^HMV\Y[O`LHY7O+Z[\KLU[Z\WLY]PZLKI`1\SP\Z

)LOYV\a4VLTLUPPZHMV\Y[O`LHY7O+Z[\KLU[PU[OLSHIVM+Y4PJOHLS
1\SP\Z]PJLWYLZPKLU[VMYLZLHYJO:\UU`IYVVR

Here, Moemeni tells Eleni KanavasHIV\[OPZ^VYRL_WLYPLUJLHUK[YHUZP[PVUPU[VNYHK\H[LZ[\KPLZ

>OH[SLK`V\[VW\YZ\LHJHYLLYPUZJPLUJL&
I love solving puzzles! Working in a research lab is like solving
puzzles and it’s very interesting to me. There’s something new
every day. Sometimes you think you’re going in one direction, but
`V\ÄUKZVTL[OPUNUL^HUKTPNO[LUK\WZVTL^OLYLLSZL
/V^KPK`V\LUK\WH[:\UU`IYVVR9LZLHYJO0UZ[P[\[L&
When I graduated [from] university, I was thinking about medical
ZJOVVSI\[0^HZU»[Z\YL0KPKHMV\Y[O`LHYWYVQLJ[H[7YPUJLZZ4HYNHYL[/VZWP[HSHUK[OLU0MV\UKHQVIOLYLH[:90HZH
research technician. I was working with Michael, and after a few
years he encouraged me to go to graduate school because he
recognized my passion for research and I was already doing the
work in his lab.
/V^^HZ[OL[YHUZP[PVUNVPUNMYVTLTWSV`LL[VNYHK\H[LZ[\KLU[&
As a technician, I learned a lot of background information related
to immunology and about various biochemical and cell and
molecular techniques. This made designing and conducting
L_WLYPTLU[ZHZHNYHK\H[LZ[\KLU[HSV[LHZPLYHZ0^HZHSYLHK`
WYVÄJPLU[PU[OLULJLZZHY`OHUKZVUSHIVYH[VY`[LJOUPX\LZ
>OH[PZ[OLMVJ\ZVM`V\YYLZLHYJOWYVQLJ[&
;OLMVJ\ZPZ[OLL_HTPUH[PVUVMWYV[LPUZPU]VS]LKPU[OLHJ[P]H[PVU
VMHZWLJPÄJZ\IZL[VMPTT\ULZ`Z[LTJLSSZJHSSLK;JLSSZ6\Y
studies have indicated the importance of two proteins involved
in the activation of T cells, and hence the development of an
appropriate immune response to pathogens and other foreign
substances. We have shown that T cell activation depends on
the activation of one of these proteins, which can then physically
:\UU`IYVVR9LZLHYJO0UZ[P[\[L5,?<:(<;<45

interact with the second protein leading to its activation. We now
have evidence that these two proteins retain unique and interdependent roles in T cell activation, and that the absence of one or
the other results in an impaired immune response.
>O`PZ`V\YYLZLHYJOWYVQLJ[PTWVY[HU[&
Our understanding of the interaction of these two proteins would
enable the design of small molecules to either enhance or impede
their interaction, that in turn will either enhance or inhibit T cell
activation. This would lend itself to potential therapeutic impact
PUJPYJ\TZ[HUJLZVMPTT\UVKLÄJPLUJ`HUK]HJJPULKLSP]LY`VY
PUÅHTTH[VY`KPZLHZLZ
What advice do you have for other students?
-PYZ[[OL`ULLK[VÄN\YLV\[^OH[[OL`^HU[[VKV^P[O[OLPYSP]LZ
and why. If research is of interest, then I recommend spending
H[SLHZ[ZP_TVU[OZPUHSHIVYH[VY`WYPVY[VW\YZ\PUNHNYHK\H[L
KLNYLL>OLUHWWS`PUN[VNYHK\H[LZJOVVSÄUKPUNHNVVKZ\pervisor is more important than the type of research. I believe it’s
essential to work with an established supervisor whose personality is compatible with that of the student’s.
>OH[»ZUL_[MVY`V\&
4`MVJ\ZPZVUÄUPZOPUNT`7O+0»KSPRL[VKVHJHKLTPJYLZLHYJO
but I’m keeping all options open, and everything is on the table.
>V\SK`V\[YHKL[OPZL_WLYPLUJLMVYHU`[OPUNLSZL&
5V0[»ZILLUHYLHSS`NVVKL_WLYPLUJL^P[OHSV[VMSLHYUPUNHUK
NYV^PUN\WPU[OLWHZ[ML^`LHYZLZWLJPHSS`ZPUJL0Z[HY[LKT`7O+
0MZVTLVULSPRLZSLHYUPUN[OL`^V\SKSV]LKVPUNH7O+WYVNYHT

Applause
Dr. David Gladstone
4PUPZ[Y`VM9LZLHYJOHUK0UUV]H[PVU,HYS`9LZLHYJOLY(^HYK
The Ministry of Research and Innovation awarded Dr. David Gladstone, a scientist in the Brain Sciences Research
7YVNYHTHU,HYS`9LZLHYJOLY(^HYK;OLOPNOS`JVTWL[P[P]LWYPaLYLJVNUPaLZYLZLHYJOLYZ^OVZOV^NYLH[WYVTPZL
in their early careers, and provides them with support to build a research team. Gladstone and his colleagues are
developing an image-guided emergency treatment protocol for patients with bleeding in the brain.
Dr. Stanley Liu
Prostate Cancer Canada Clinician Scientist Award
Dr. Stanley Liu, a scientist in biological sciences at Sunnybrook Research Institute and radiation oncologist in the
Odette Cancer Research Program, received a Clinician Scientist Award from Prostate Cancer Canada. The award,
^VY[O V]LY[^V`LHYZYLJVNUPaLZV\[Z[HUKPUNYLZLHYJOLYZHUKWYV]PKLZZ\WWVY[MVY[OLPYYLZLHYJOPU[OL
prevention and treatment of prostate cancer. Liu will use the funds to study notch inhibition and radiotherapy as a
novel way to treat prostate cancer.
Dr. Chlöe Milsom
*HUHKPHU0UZ[P[\[LZVM/LHS[O9LZLHYJO-LSSV^ZOPW
The Canadian Institutes of Health Research awarded Dr. Chlöe MilsomHMLSSV^ZOPW^VY[O V]LY[^V`LHYZ
Milsom is a postdoctoral fellow in the lab of Dr. Robert Kerbel, a senior scientist in biological sciences. She will use
[OLM\UKZ[VZ[\K`[OLPTWHJ[VMJOLTV[OLYHW`PUK\JLKHJ[P]H[PVUVMWSH[LSL[ZVU[OLYHWL\[PJLMÄJHJ`V\[JVTLZ

:\UU`IYVVR9LZLHYJO0UZ[P[\[L*LSLIYH[LZ:\TTLY:[\KLU[ZH[7VZ[LY*VTWL[P[PVU
)`,SLUP2HUH]HZ
-VY[`[^VZ\TTLYZ[\KLU[ZWYLZLU[LK[OLPYOVZWP[HSIHZLKL_WLYPTLU[ZH[[OLHUU\HS)LZ[:\TTLY9LZLHYJO7YVQLJ[JVTWL[P[PVU
sponsored by Sunnybrook Research Institute (SRI). The event took
WSHJL(\N\Z[H[:\UU`IYVVR/LHS[O:JPLUJLZ*LU[YL

*0)^OV^HZVULVM[OLQ\KNLZ¸;OPZPZH[YHPUPUNVWWVY[\UP[`MVY
students to see what you can do in research, and the goal is to
teach them what research is all about.”
Dr. Michael Julius, vice-president of research at Sunnybrook,
congratulated the students on their hard work and announced the
winners at the end of the event.

It was the last one to be organized using the “old” discipline structure.
:[\KLU[ZZOV^JHZLK[OLPYKPZJV]LYPLZ[VQ\KNLZHUKVUSVVRLYZ
^P[OWVZ[LYZ[OH[PSS\Z[YH[LKHUKL_WSHPULK[OLYLZLHYJOTL[OVKZ
VIZLY]H[PVUZHUKYLZ\S[ZVM[OLL_WLYPTLU[Z[OL`KL]LSVWLK^P[O
their supervisors.
Through hands-on research training, the four-month summer student program gives students an opportunity to conduct intensive
research in the labs and work with SRI scientists. The placements
aim to provide high school and university students a unique
YLZLHYJOL_WLYPLUJL[OH[WYVTV[LZ[OLWVZ[NYHK\H[LLU]PYVUTLU[
as a prospective career in science.
This year’s competition represented the disciplines of clinical
LWPKLTPVSVN`*,JSPUPJHSPU[LNYH[P]LIPVSVN`*0)PTHNPUNHUK
TVSLJ\SHYHUKJLSS\SHYIPVSVN`4*)6M[OLLU[YPLZZP_^LYL
MYVT*,MYVT*0)ZL]LUMYVTPTHNPUNHUKZP_MYVT4*)
Judges from each of the disciplines selected a winner. Four students took top honours. There were second-place and third-place
winners in CIB due to the number of participants in this discipline.
“The posters we see here today are very high quality and students are doing a variety of work that is interesting and quite
impressive,” said Dr. Yana Yunusova, an associate scientist in

-HOPTH+VZZH^OV^HZZ\WLY]PZLKI`+Y:HUKYH)SHJR, direc[VYVM[OL)YHPU:JPLUJLZ9LZLHYJO7YVNYHTWSHJLKÄYZ[PU*0)
+VZZHPZHZLJVUK`LHYTLKPJHSZ[\KLU[H[8\LLU»Z<UP]LYZP[`
PU2PUNZ[VU6U[HYPVHUKOHZILLU^VYRPUNPU)SHJR»ZSHIMVY[OL
past two summers.
¸;OYV\NO[OPZL_WLYPLUJL0OHK[OLVWWVY[\UP[`[VSLHYUHIV\[
novel techniques in imaging research, as well as build on my
\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVM]HYPV\ZUL\YVWZ`JOPH[YPJ[LZ[TLHZ\YLZ¹+VZZH
ZHPK¸4LTILYZVMT`SHI^LYLL_[YLTLS`Z\WWVY[P]LHUKHS^H`Z
YLHK`[VSLUKHOHUKVYHUL_WSHUH[PVU^OLUVUL^HZULLKLK¹
;HRLZOP.VKH[YH]LSSLKMYVT2`V[V1HWHU[VWHY[PJPWH[LPU[OLZ\Tmer research program. Supervised by SRI scientist and oncologist
+Y<YIHU,TTLULNNLY.VKHWSHJLKÄYZ[PU4*)/LPZHMV\Y[O
`LHYTLKPJHSZ[\KLU[H[2`V[V7YLMLJ[\YHS<UP]LYZP[`VM4LKPJPUL
“I’m very happy and surprised to win this award,” Goda said. “My
L_WLYPLUJL^VYRPUNH[:\UU`IYVVR[OPZZ\TTLYOHZILLU[OL
most memorable, and I had a lot of fun presenting my poster to
everyone today.”
For the full story visit ^^^Z\UU`IYVVRJHYLZLHYJO. See last
page for a photo of the winners.
:\UU`IYVVR9LZLHYJO0UZ[P[\[L5,?<:(<;<45

WHAT’S ON
October 31
6th Annual Cancer Research Day
!HT¶!WT
Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre
Jenkin Auditorium, TB 21

5V]LTILY¶
*0/9:`TWVZP\T!5V]LS*HUJLY
;OLYHWPLZHUK0UUV]H[PVUZPU
Treatment Monitoring
Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre
=H\NOU,Z[H[LZ

5V]LTILY
*L90.;9LZLHYJO+H`
!HT¶!WT
Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre
/HYYPZVU/HSS,.

November 23
Schulich Heart Program Research Day
Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre
/HYYPZVU/HSS,.
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Contributors: Eleni Kanavas, Alisa Kim

+LJLTILY¶
Pregnancy and Birth: Current Clinical
0ZZ\LZ(UU\HS*VUMLYLUJL
Sponsored by the Centre for Mother, Infant
and Child Research, SRI
4HYYPV[[;VYVU[V+V^U[V^U,H[VU*LU[YL
)H`:[YLL[;VYVU[V
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